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Humans build hierarchical relations, in which they coordinate

according to rankings. Rankings need to be mentally

represented in order to be communicated and constituted.

These mental representations are grounded: They depend on

the body and its interactions with the physical and social

environment. The review reports evidence from four fields on

the nature of this grounding. Work on nonverbal behavior

shows that rank is inferred from various magnitudes related to

bodily size and strength. Conversely, rank is envisioned using

the same magnitudes. Schematized versions of these and

other magnitude and dimensional cues influence cognition

about ranks. Finally, cognition about ranks shows

characteristics of magnitude. These lines of work converge in

the conclusion that humans have developed a general

representation of rank as a magnitude grounded in bodily size

and strength.
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Humans relate to others in various distinct ways in order

to coordinate and collaborate. One of these basic ways to

relate to others is to rank persons or groups in a linear

order according to some criterion [1]. Such ranks can

determine access to benefits, resources, or exposure to

costs. When creating, entering, navigating, confirming,

and changing such rankings, humans need to create and

manipulate mental representations of the rank order. In

particular, they need to mentally represent and remember

their own and others’ ranks, and understand others’

willingness and potential to climb the hierarchy. They

also need to be able to communicate rankings that they

claim or accord to each other and understand constitutive
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acts that establish rank. Often multiple cues are available

and need to be integrated.

The body’s interactions with the environment play a role

in these tasks in various ways. Static and dynamic bodily

features provide cues that are used to establish the

ranking; this is commonly referred to as nonverbal com-

munication of power, social status, or dominance. Next,

beyond the mere use of perceived cues, thinking about,

communicating, and constituting rank are influenced by,

or grounded in, the body, modality-specific systems in

the mind, and the physical environment [2]. We think

about rank by thinking about abstracted representations

of bodily and spatial cues. Finally, it has been

proposed that bodily and spatial cues also feedback to

a person’s cognition and feeling about herself. I refer to

these strands of work as investigating the grounding of

rank [3��].

There is no single theory of grounding or embodiment,

nor is it likely there will be one [3��]. Rather, we have a

host of related theories and hypotheses. The goal of the

present paper is to give an overview over these strands

connected to rank with a focus on the most recent

developments, and then to propose how they can fruit-

fully inform each other in a framework that identifies

magnitude representations as the core cognitive module

for the representation and communication of rank orders.

Note that synthesizing this work can be cumbersome

because so many closely related terms are used: authority,

power, status, dominance, hierarchy, rank, and so on.

Their definitions vary. I will use the generic term rank

whenever possible in this review, and more specific terms

when necessary. Similarly, I will mainly use the term

magnitude, although the term dimension may be more

appropriate in some cases.

Inferring rank from bodily magnitudes
A range of bodily cues are used to infer rank and its various

correlates [4]. A subset of them actually does correlate with

rank [5,6]. In the last few years, we have learned a lot about

these cues, partly due to new methods such as reverse

correlation approaches and computer-generated renderings

of human faces. Data-driven, bottom-up empirical

approaches have established that dominance is one of the

primary dimensions when judging others’ faces [7]. Domi-

nant faces modeled in this manner resemblethose ofmature

men. The gazeof individuals withsuchfaces is involuntarily

followed more strongly [8]. Dynamic cues — that is, facial

expressions of anger — can mimic such static features. The

typical anger expression enhances inferences of bodily

strength [9].
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Regarding the body as a whole, height [10], expansive-

ness of posture, and smaller interpersonal distances to

others seem to be valid and known cues to high rank [5,6].

Their use impacts inferences of rank, but can have ironic

consequences: Displaying expansive postures can be

costly when asking for aid, at least for men [11]. However,

many more bodily cues contribute to judgments of rank,

and their relevance varies across individuals and across

cultures [12].

Rank is not a homogenous construct, and different

dimensions can be dissociated. In the face, representa-

tions of physical strength and representations of social

dominance look similar, but can be distinguished. Physi-

cal strength inferred from the face is used as a cue to judge

social dominance more than vice versa [13].

Rank orders can be ascribed or achieved through various

means. One is through threat and forced deference — often

referred to as dominance. Another is based either on attri-

butes such as age, gender, or ethnicity, or through accruing

reputation based on contests, expertise and value to

others — typically called prestige or social status [14]. Facial

features of masculinity and height-to-width ratio may be

more important for hierarchies based on dominance, while

facial features indicating trustworthiness and competence

may more important in prestige-based rankings [15]. In the

body, prestige and dominance also seem to be communi-

cated somewhat differently. Both go along with physical

expansiveness inposture,butprestigedisplays relymore on

expanded chests, while dominance displays rely more

on space-consuming movements. In addition, prestige dis-

plays go along with smiles and heads tilted upwards, while

dominance displays lack the smiles and go along with heads

tilted down and direct gazes [16��]. Fittingly, that particular

posture appears to enhance anger impressions [17].

One line of work has attempted to show that expansive

postures not only inform others’ judgments, but also

feedback to one’s own feelings of power and bring about

behavioral hormonal changes. While the initial evidence

on the effects of expansive postures on behavior and

hormones [5] has failed to replicate [18–20], there is solid

meta-analytic evidence that expansive (versus restrictive)

poses increase feelings of power with effects of moderate

size [20,21�].

Schematized magnitude cues influence
thinking about rank
Inferences of rank from the bodily features of dominance

just reviewed are likely to be based on evolved mechanisms

that associate them with potential threat and coercive

power [9,10]. However, humans also use a variety of

non-bodily cues to communicate and infer rank. These

non-bodily cues vary in how abstract or schematic they can

become, ranging from adornments (hats and crowns) and

extensions of the body (thrones and daises, desks and
www.sciencedirect.com 
offices, cars), to dwelling size and location and beyond

[22,23]. For instance, in accordance with gender stereo-

types, photos of men are placed higher on the page in

American magazines than photos of women [24��].

Indeed, magnitude cues can be schematized considerably

and still influence rank inferences. When reading labels of

social groups and roles, their relative and absolute vertical

spatial location can interfere with judgments of their

social ranks, as has been shown for both German [25]

and Chinese participants [26]. In addition, spatial codes

derived from motor imagery (up/down key presses) simi-

larly interfere [25,27]. This happens for well-known,

newly learned, and even inferred ranks [28]. The cogni-

tive conflict occurring during this interference has been

document with EEG [26] and pupillometry methods [29].

This interference occurs because judging rank activates

spatial codes. Notably, spatial codes are activated by seeing

labels of roles or groups of high or low rank (e.g. king) even

without explicit instructions to judge their rank; however,

minimal semantic processing is necessary [30,31]. Chinese

children show the effect already at 11 years of age with

written material, but only when the power judgment is

explicitly prompted [27]. When powerful versus powerless

group labels are presented auditorily and they have to

respond with up versus down button presses, Chinese

children show the effect already at six years of age [32].

While spatial codes are activated spontaneously in such

paradigms, they can be overwritten by additional verbal

cues, showing that language can supersede the processing

of perceived magnitudes [30].

Such rather schematic spatial cues can have downstream

cognitive effects. Presumably because men are expected

to have higher status, they are expected to be elevated in

space [29]. Probably for the same reason, faces seen lower

in space are perceived as more feminine [33]. Elevated

placement of photos on magazine pages increases view-

ers’ attributions of power, status, and dominance to the

depicted individuals, and repeated exposure to female

spatial elevation on magazine pages decreased endorse-

ments of the stereotype that men are powerful and

dominant [24��]. Vertical position on a page is integrated

with horizontal cues, which convey agency, to inform

leadership judgments [34]. In the standard cyberball

paradigm, the socially excluded participant is depicted

in a lower position on the screen, while one of the other

players is depicted above. When the participants are

instead depicted at the top, typical adverse effects of

ostracism are diminished [35].

Two caveats are in order. First, interactions of cognition

about ranks with spatial magnitudes derived from visual

perception or motor imagery are mostly investigated on

screens. Not enough work has been done in real (or

virtual) space. Second, one relevant study [36] did not
Current Opinion in Psychology 2020, 33:222–226
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replicate in the Many Labs 2 replication project [37]. This

particular paradigm manipulated vertical distance in an

organigram. Our own preregistered follow-up studies

confirmed the failure, and found that at least in that

paradigm, participants infer rank only from ordinal infor-

mation derived from spatial displays, but ignore interval

scale-level information. In contrast, when creating rather

than reading an organigram, vertical distance is treated as

an interval scale and used to depict power [38]. This

contradiction is unresolved.

Rank influences thinking about magnitudes
Just as spatial magnitudes can influence thinking about

rank, thinking about rank apparently can also change

thinking about spatial magnitudes. Nonverbal status cues

affect not only judgments of rank, but also judgments of

body size [39]. Information about foes’ tactical victories or

defeats, even if largely symbolic, can affect estimates of

their physical size and bodily formidability [40,41]. The

presence of allies and possession of weapons both change

judged size and formidability, and threatening outgroup

members are judged as smaller and less formidable if the

ingroup is seen as able to thwart the threat [42�]. The

exact cognitive processes at work in these effects are still

to be determined.

This line of work suggests that the representation of

another person’s formidability acts as a summary repre-

sentation of a person’s rank, or is at least biased by rank.

The distinction between prestige and dominance is rele-

vant again: Size/strength representations may be used for

both dominance and prestige rankings [43], and may

come into conflict [44]. Recent work has traced such

influences to judgments of the size of strength and size

of racial groups by US participants [45]. Although judg-

ments of size and strength largely reflect actual individu-

ating information, they can be biased by culturally trans-

mitted beliefs [46], which may be due to representing

threat as physical size [44].

Rank as magnitude representation
In early work on the embodiment of power, theoretical

rationales were largely based on undifferentiated notions

mixing conceptual metaphor theory, hypotheses from

evolutionary psychology, and empiricist (learning)

accounts [25]. However, strong evidence for activation

of primary perceptual representations during conceptual

thought is largely missing, and seems increasingly

unlikely [47]. Building theories of concepts solely around

sensory-motor representations, without acknowledging

some level of abstraction, is probably futile [2]. Instead,

modern grounded theories of knowledge assume abstrac-

tion that compresses and distils multimodal information

into abstract (but not a modal) representations. In the case

of rank, this is a) likely supported by neural reuse in the

brain, in particular of the analog magnitude system [48],

and b) guided by evolved structures that associate size
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with rank [49]. Distributed linguistic representations can

interact with these abstract representations, and can even

provide heuristic information on their own [2].

Both neuropsychological and behavioral evidence sug-

gests that rank is processed as a magnitude similar to

number, volume, or brightness [50,51]. Decisions about

who is of higher rank take longer the closer in rank the two

compared targets are [28,52�,53]. This distance effect is a

signature of magnitude processing. Assuming that rank is

mentally represented as a magnitude promises an elegant

integration of the various findings on interference by

spatial cues and the observation of distance effects.

However, some inconsistencies remain to be solved.

The size effect, another signature of the magnitude

system, does not directly replicate for rank: When dis-

tance is constant, comparisons are fast both at the lower

and the upper end of a hierarchy, instead of slowing down

in a linear manner [52�]. It is also unclear how social rank,

which is ordinal by nature, is actually handled by a system

that evolved for continuous quantities.

Magnitude representation of rank is likely evolutionarily

prepared for at least some cues (e.g. bodily size and

numerosity [49,54]), enables and guides learning of fur-

ther associations, and ultimately supports culture-specific

associations of specific magnitude cues with rank [22].

Indeed, the ubiquity of magnitude-based and dimension-

based cultural practices and artifacts for constituting rank

likely results from cultural evolution based on psycholog-

ical selection for practices and artifacts that resonate with

innate representations of rank [22].

Conclusion and outlook
Multiple lines of work have come to overlapping conclu-

sions about how we think about rank: Based on a phylo-

genetically old system that derives predictions about

outcomes of physical conflict from perceptions of size,

maturity, muscularity, number of allies in coalitions, and

possibly other cues, humans have developed a general

representation of rank as a magnitude [16��,44]. Cogniz-

ing rank as magnitude allows communicating (and bias-

ing) cognition about rank through physical presentations

of other magnitudes, such as size, elevation, loudness, and

so on. We can experimentally test such effects with

various cognitive paradigms, but also observe their out-

come in the anthropological record. Conversely, mental

representations of the human body’s size and strength

may act as a mental shortcut and summary of a person’s

rank. This account modifies earlier, often sketchy, con-

ceptualizations of the embodiment of power by eschew-

ing purely empiricist unprepared learning notions, while

integrating modal sensory as well as abstract or schema-

tized representations [2]. Cognizing rank is related to

sensory modalities through representations of magni-

tudes. Instantiations of magnitudes in the environment

and in the body can influence cognition of rank. This
www.sciencedirect.com
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system developed to facilitate the coordination of humans

in hierarchical relations.

These conclusions should not be misread as suggesting that

humans inevitably submit to stronger, larger, and more

masculine others, or even that this should be rightly so. On

the contrary, the use of schematized magnitude cues argu-

ably allowed humans to culturally evolve ways to establish

rank orders that transcended the givens of the body. Fur-

thermore, rank is typically announced and asserted by

culturally informed formal cues — those that are based

on dimensions and magnitudes and those that are not.

Understanding how both function and interact is important

because they determine how we can create and maintain

hierarchical relations where they serve the common good,

and stay clear of and upend them where they do not.
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